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Abstract 

Knee joint injuries are the second most common 

musculoskeletal disorder (Filbay & Grindem, 2019). 

Many of the untreated knee ACLs subsequently become 

the onset of degenerative lesions. After ACL rupture 

clinics in different countries have different rehabilitation 

programs. Usually, conventional physiotherapy (CP) is 

used (Grinsven et al., 2010). Only recently the application 

of kinesiology tape (KT) (Kase te al., 2003; Howe et al., 

2015) have started in clinical practice, therefore, there is 

insufficient data on their acute and long-term impact on 

knee joint function in the presence of ACL rupture. 

32 subjects were randomly allocated to control (CP) or 

experimental (CP and KT) group. The CP program was 

designed on the basis of Grinsven et al.’s (2010) 

rehabilitation protocol – was applied 4 w, 3 t/w, 60 min. 

The KT technique was chosen on the basis of K. Kase et 

al. (2003) recommendations. KT was applied to the 

injured leg using muscular and functional-corrective 

techniques on the quadriceps femoris and the hamstring 

muscle. There were 6 KT procedures per participant in 

the experimental group. The CON group received KT 

only during the baseline and final assessment to assess 

short-term (1 hour after application) effect of KT. 

We found, that during one leg stance and after one leg 

hop on injured leg with KT sway displacement (Fig. 1A, 

2A) and velocity (Fig.1B, 2B) change in experimental 

group was significantly (p < 0.05) higer than CON group. 

After physiotherapy postural sway Ax and Ay direction 

and sway velocity during one leg stance and after one leg 

hop on injured leg were significant lower in experimental 

than in CON group.  

The results of the the study indicate that there were no 

immediate KT effect on balance for subjects with ACL 

rupture. However, prolonged KT improved balance 

during stance on injured leg.
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Understanding neuromuscular dysfunction after lesions 

enhances theoretical knowledge and allows for more 

effective modification of rehabilitation programs. The 

findings of the studies will be useful to rehabilitation 

practitioners at various stages of patient treatment. 
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